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Executive Summary 
 
 
 
From November 2001 till Spring 2004, four offshore projects have received building permission in 
the German North Sea: Borkum West, Butendiek, Borkum Riffgrund and Borkum Riffgrund West. 
 
In a first stage, an overall capacity of about 890 MW can be installed. With proven records of 
success in the first stage, the project managers plan to increase the capacity up to 3000 MW in a 
second step. The installed capacity would thus equal the capacity (not the energy production!)  
of three average nuclear reactors. But today, the projects are still in their planning stage.  Although 
the enacting of the “EEG-Novelle” with its fixed feed-in tariffs would create very good and 
foreseeable financial framework conditions, some challenges remain to be mastered. The 
considerable water depths, the long-distant energy transport and the sheer dimensions of the 
projects shall be mentioned here.  
All of the four projects are planned to enter construction stage between 2005 and 2006. Among 
those, the Bürger-Windpark Butendiek with its 80 x 3 MW turbines was one of the first to receive 
building permission. Although the project is located in a potential Nature 2000 area, an 
Environmental Impact Assessment for the offshore park considered the park as ecologically 
compatible and not harmful to the environment.  
The Middelgrunden Project in Denmark showed that a cooperative project can become very 
successful. This can be partly explained by the big number of participants who turn their attention 
to all the details concerning the project. Thus, a successful realization of the Bürger-Windpark 
Butendiek is presumable. Regarding the pioneer role for the exploration of offshore wind energy in 
Germany, one still has to remain careful with financial predictions. 
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Foreword 
 
In Summer 2002, the Offshore Wind Park Horns Rev was being constructed 15 km west of 
Blåvandshuk, Denmark. The giant 2 MW turbines for this project were being loaded on two 
special ships, the “Ocean Hanne” and the “Ocean Ady ”, inside the harbour of Esbjerg. At this 
time, I was doing a cycle tour along the Danish west coast with a good friend. When we saw what 
was going on in the harbour, we had only one whish: To get on one of those boats, sail out and see 
the construction process.  
A very friendly worker of Vestas Germany took us on one of the special ships and explained as 
the equipment but made it clearly, that we could not sail out for security reasons. However, he 
proposed us to ask the project manager if there was a possibility to get out with the cable boat. 
To meet him, we had to stay over night in Esbjerg. 
After my friend and me had pitched up our tent 
right beside the harbour, we prepared evening 
meal. Just in this moment, the two special ships 
were leaving the harbour in direction to the 
project site west of Blåvandshuk. Unfortunately, 
we had not been successful to convince the 
project leader to let us sail on the cable boat the 
next morning.  
However, Offshore wind power remained 
fascinating to me. In the next years, the “offshore 
fever” will come to Germany. How far has the 
development in the German North Sea proceeded 
so far and what can be told about the Cooperative 
Wind Power Project Butendiek west of Sylt?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Visby, 27.05.2004 ______________ 

Sebastian Meyer 
 

 

   Figure 2: Esbjerg Harbour   (Source: www. windpower) 
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Introduction 
 
In November 2001, the first German offshore wind power project received building permit. Since 
then, more than two and a half years have passed. This report shall, first of all, give an overview 
about the development of offshore wind power in Germany during the last three years. To 
understand this development, it gives background information about the political framework for 
offshore wind energy exploration. In the following, one offshore project is described in more detail:  
The offshore Bürger-Windpark- Butendiek. In difference to the other projects, this park is organized 
as a cooperative project. Thus, common citizens have the possibility to take actively part in the 
exploration of offshore wind energy. Having described the technical and economical facts of the 
project, the report gives an overview on the Environmental Impact Assessment, which was carried 
out by order of the project management. 
In the end, a very successful cooperative offshore wind power project is compared to Butendiek: 
The wind park Middelgrunden, which is situated in the Öresund just beside Denmark’s capital city 
Copenhagen.   
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1. Offshore Wind Energy in Germany 
 
 
1.1 Historical Background 
 
After 10 of rapid onshore wind power expansion in Germany (see figure 1), onshore wind sites with 
good wind conditions were diminishing and the population’s resistance against a further exploration 
of wind energy onshore was growing. 
This enforced the efforts to find new exploration sites. 
 
In June 2001, the German Federal Ministry of Environment presented a position paper on the the 
governmental strategy for the use of offshore wind power. 
(“Strategie der Bundesregierung zur Offshore-Windenegienutzung auf See”). 
 
This paper stresses the central role of offshore wind energy for the future energy supply in Germany. 
The strategy points out the need to explore the German wind energy potential stepwise and 
ecologically compatible (considering the needs of nature conservation):  
After a preparation period between 2001 and 2003, the first construction stage should take place 
between 2004 and 2006. The construction of a capacity of at least 500 MW was regarded possible 
for this period. In the second stage (2007-2010) a capacity of 2000-3000 MW was seen feasible. For 
the third stage (2011-2030), a potential of 20.000-25.000 MW was denounced. (see BMU 2002 and 
BMU 2003) 
 
Figure 3: Development of the German Wind Energy Exploration (onshore) between 1990 and 2001 
 

n

 
(Source: BMU 2002, p.3) 
 
 
 

 

Annual constructio
Accumulated capacity
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All offshore wind projects that are situated in the Exclusive Economic Zone of Germany (the area 
that is more than 12 sea-miles away from the German coast) have to be approved by the Bundesamt 
für Schifffahrt and Hydrographie - BSH  (Federal Agency for Navy and Hydrography). Offshore 
projects inside the 12 sea-mile zone have to be approved by the respective German Länder. (Those 
are, from the West to the East: Niedersachsen, Schleswig Holstein, Mecklenburg Vorpommern) 
 
In November 2001, the first German offshore wind power project “ Borkum West” received 
building permit by BSH. In a first step, the company Prokon Nord is aloud to install 12 wind 
turbines 45 km north of the isle of Borkum. Borkum is situated in the very west of the German North 
Sea, close to the Netherlands. Those turbines shall be erected in 2005 or 2006 and have an overall 
capacity of about 60 MW. In a further step, the company plans to install 208 wind turbines between 
2008 and 2012 with a total capacity of about 1000 MW. (see www.prokon) 
 
In December 2002, the second offshore wind power project was approved.  
The Bürger-Windpark-Butendiek Gmbh received the permission to install 80 wind turbines with an 
overall capacity of 320 MW 34 km west of the isle of Sylt. Sylt is situated in the very north of the 
German North Sea, close to Denmark. The construction shall take place between 2005 and 2006. 
This project will be treated in detail in the following parts of this report. (see www.butendiek) 
 
In Mai 2003, the German “Naturschutzbund” (Nature Protection Federation) and the “Bund für 
Umwelt und Naturschutz Deutschland” (Federation for the Protection of the environment and the 
nature), two NGOs, filed a lawsuit against the offshore project Butendiek. They considered the area 
of the project as very important for birds and sea mammals.  
 
In February 2004, the BSH gave building permit to two further offshore projects: 
 
The company Energiekontor was aloud to install 80 wind turbines with a overall capacity up to  
280 MW 50 km north of the isle of Borkum at “Borkum Riffgrund West”. The company is intending 
to install up to 378 wind turbines in a further step. (see www.energiekontor) 
 
A joint venture of the German company Plambeck Neue Energien AG and the Danish company 
Energi 2 A/S was aloud to build 77 wind turbines 34 km north of the isle of Juist. Juist is situated 
closely to the isle of Borkum. The first construction stage for “Borkum Riffgrund” is projected to 
begin in 2005 and shall have a total effect of about 230 MW. In a second step, the joint venture plans 
to expand the park to 180 wind turbines with an overall capacity of 720 MW. 
(see www.plambeck) 
 
In March 2004, the upper administration court in Hamburg dismissed the lawsuit against the 
offshore project Butendiek as the NGOs it did not have the authority to file a lawsuit in this case. 
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1.2 Political Framework 
 
In Germany, the production of renewable electricity is supported by the  
“Erneuerbare Energien Gesetz”(Law on Renewable Energies). This law forces 
the electrical network operators to connect renewable power plants to their net and to pay a feed-in 
tariff for each produced kilowatt-hour to the owner of the plant. The feed-in tariff varies for different 
sources of renewable electricity. This law was enacted in April 2000. 
Three years after that, the blueprint of an amending law, the so-called “EEG-Novelle” was presented 
by the Federal Ministry of Environment. After nine months of very hard discussion and a big public 
debate on the future of Germany’s Energy System, this amending law has passed through the 
German Bundestag (the parliament) in April 2004. Though still the “EEG-Novelle” has not passed 
trough the German Bundesrat (the assembly of the representatives of the 15 German Länder), the 
law is expected to come in action in Summer 2004. It would thus replace the old “Erneuerbare-
Energien Gesetz”. 
 
As regarding to offshore wind electricity, those two laws have the following content: 
 
Erneuerbare Energien Gesetz:  
 

• Offshore wind energy plants do receive 9,1 Eurocent (about 1 SEK) per kilowatt-hour for a 
period of 9 years after the connection of the plant to the net.  

 
• After this period, the feed in tariff is reduced to 6,19 Cent (about 0,68 SEK), when a certain 

reference production has been reached. As offshore turbines are normally placed at very good 
wind sites, all offshore wind turbines will probably reach the reference production. The 
reduced feed-in tariff will be paid for another 11 years. 

 
• The feed in tariff will only be paid if the wind power plant is connected before 31.12.2006. 

 
EEG Novelle: 
 

• Offshore wind energy plants do receive 9,1 Eurocent (about 1 SEK) per kilowatt-hour for a 
period of 12 years after the connection of the plant to the net.  

 
• After this period, the feed in tariff is reduced to 6,19 Cent (about 0,68 SEK), no matter of a 

certain reference production has been reached or not. The reduced feed-in tariff will be paid 
for another 8 years. 

 
• The feed in tariff will only be paid if the wind power plant is connected before 31.12.2006. 

 
As one can see, the conditions for an economic exploration of offshore wind energy will improved 
as soon as the EEG- Novelle comes into action.  
(see www.bmu and www.wind-energie) 
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2. Butendiek – Project Description 
 
 
In the following, the offshore project Bürger-Windpark-Butendiek is described mainly according 
to the information that can be obtained by the projects homepage. 
(see www.butendiek) 
 
2.1 Geographical Position / Site Conditions 

Figure 4: Butendieks Geographical Position 

 

 
(Source: www.georg.neulen) 
 
The wind park with its 80 turbines shall be placed 34 km
German-Danish frontier. This area is situated in the Excl
water depth in the project area is between 17 and 20 Met
According to measurements on the Danish North Sea coa
speed of about 10,1 m/s in 80-meter height is expected fo
The surface sediment ranges from coarse sand to gravel a
(see www.butendiek) 
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 spatial distribution is heterogeneous.  
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2.2 Technical Description 
 
2.2.1 Wind turbines 
 
The wind park is projected to be provided with 80 wind turbines, type Vestas V 90, with a capacity 
of 3MW each. The rotor diameter of this turbine is 90 meters.   
The hub height can be set either at 80 or at 105 meters. As the electricity production does not rise 
significantly between 80 and 105 meters hub height on an open offshore site, it is more probably that 
the hub will be set at 80 meters. The turbine is equipped with an asynchronous generator. (see 
www.vestas) 
 
Figure 5:  A Vestas V 90 - 3 MW (onshore) 
 

 
 
(source: www.vestas) 
 
The decision for this turbine type was, according to Butendieks homepage, taken for the following 
reasons: 
 

- The turbines were supposed to have a good cost/performance ratio. 
- Vestas already has offshore experience. 
- Synergy effects could possibly be achieved with the Danish offshore Park Horns Rev during 

constructing and operating of the two parks 
-  Vestas promised to build the nacelles in Husum / Germany 
- Vestas offered a long-run full maintenance contract 
- Vestas had accompanied the project from a very early stage 

 
Another reason for this might be the fact that one of the founding partners of the project has a higher 
position in the Vestas Company. 
  
 
2.2.2 Foundations 
 
The turbines will be set on Monopiles. Each of the steel tubes will be about 50 meters long. They 
will be hammered 30 meters deep into the ground. 
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2.2.3 Offshore Transformer Station 
 
On an offshore platform within the wind park, a transformer station shall be erected. The transformer 
will increase the voltage provided by the wind turbines to 150 kV. 
The transformer station will be telemonitored and remote controlled. 
 
2.2.4 Sea Cable 
 
The offshore and onshore cable trays will be used by both Bürger-Windpark-Butendiek and the 
DanTysk offshore project. This is another offshore park with an overall capacity of 400 MW, 
situated about 60 km west of Sylt. 
Thus, a total capacity of 640 MW will be transferred in 5 cables from the offshore parks to the Isle 
of Sylt. Having crossed the Isle of Sylt onshore, the cables will be laid through the National Park 
“Schlewig Holsteinisches Wattenmeer” (the tidelands west of Schleswig Holstein) to the mainland. 
 
2.2.5 Land Cable / Onshore Transformer Station 
 
On the mainland, the cables will than be laid about 30 km eastwards until the next available feed-in 
point to the 380 kV - Net in Böxlund near Flensburg. In Böxlund, a new transformer station has to 
be built to increase the voltage from 150 kV to 380 kV.  
(see www.butendiek) 
 
 
2.3 Project Form & Financing  
 
The Butendiek offshore project is juridical organized as a limited partnership. 
It consists of 9 founding limited partners (which were investing 25.000 € each) and about 8400 
limited partners. The latter hold all together 28.400 shares with a value of 250 € each. The value one 
share shall be increased till 5000 € in 2004 by a capital increase.  55% of the shareholders come 
from Nordfriesland, the county that is closest to the offshore park.  Another 25% come from the rest 
of Schleswig-Holstein, 20% live in other German Länder. About 25% of the limited partners are 
younger than 18 years. 
 
The whole investment volume for the project is seen to be 400.000.000 €.  
The annual energy production is projected to be 10 Million kWh per turbine, thus 800 million kWh 
for the whole park. Investment cost are thus planned to be 50 Cent / kWh. (see www.butendiek) 
 
In the following, I did some rough calculations about the own capital and the revenues of the project. 
These calculations are based on information obtainable by the home page of the projects.  
 
The projects own capital could be calculated as follows: 
 
28.400 shares         x              5000 €        =     142.016.000 € 
Number of shares share value after capital increase       own capital 
 
 
The calculated revenues for the first twelve years would be: 
  
12 years  x  800.000.000 kWh/year  x  0.091 €/kWh =       873.600.000 € 
   Period Annual Production    Feed-in tariff Revenues 
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The calculated revenues for the following eight years would be: 
 
  8 years  x  800.000.000 kWh/year  x  0.0619 €/kWh =       396.160.000 € 
   Period Annual Production    Feed-in tariff Revenues  
 
Calculated revenues over 20 years: 1.269.760.000 €         (Source: own calculation) 
 
 
 
2.4 Environmental Impact Assessment  
 
 
2.4.1 Null-Alternative  

 
An average household with 4 persons in Germany uses about 4000 kWh electricity in one year. The 
offshore park could thus calculative supply 200.000 private households with electricity. This equals 
the number of calculated households  
(Number of city-inhabitants /4) in the 8 biggest cities in Schleswig-Holstein:  
Kiel, Lübeck, Flensburg, Neumünster, Norderstedt, Elmshorn, Pinneberg and Itzehoe.   
 
In their investment prospect, the Bürger-Windpark-Butendiek Gmbh gives the followings data about 
the environmental effects of their park: 
 
Calculated electricity production: 800.000.000 kWh /year 
 
Saving of fossil fuels:  
   

     Saving per kWh Saving per year 
 
e.g.: Brown coal                1,20 kg     960.000 t 
e.g.: Heavy oil               0,21 kg     168.000 t 
 
Reduction of pollution emissions: 
 
       Saving per kWh Saving per year 
 
(CO2)        0,900 kg       720.000 t    
(CO)        0,001 kg              800 t    
(SO2)        0,008 kg           6.400 t    
(NOx)        0,003 kg           2.400 t    
 
It has to be considered, that wind electricity does substitute mainly electricity production of medium 
load- and peak load power plants. In Germany, those are mainly driven by coal, oil and gas. 
(see www.erneuerbare) 
Whereas impacts to the fauna, flora and landscape in the planned project area could be avoided by 
the null alternative, it would result in considerable higher emissions of air pollutants and a further 
depletion of non- renewable resources.  
2.4.2 Description of the environment 
 
The following information was taken from the Environmental Impact Assessment of the Butendiek 
project and concentrated on the most important aspects. (see www.butendiek_1) 
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Plankton 
 
Phytoplankton (single or several celled algae or cyano bacteria) is the most important primary 
producer in the marine environment. 
The biomass of zooplankton in the North Sea is dominated by copepods. The importance of larvae 
from seabed animals (meroplancton) increases as one moves closer towards the coast. An instable 
plankton occurrence is to be expected in the planned area due to the strong mixing of the water 
bodies and the natural tidal cycles. 
 
Seabed Animals 
 
The observed area was divided into a northern part, where the wind park shall be erected, and a 
southern part, which could be used as alternative site. 
The coarse sand northern section of the area under examination is populated by a 
Goniadella-Spisula community. This community is rare in the eastern part of the German Bight and 
is therefore valuable.  
Fine sand populated by Tellina-fabula communities is dominant in the southern alternative 
investigation area. This is the most frequently found marine community up to a depth of 30 m in 
western Nordfriesland. 
There was found an unusually high number of species in the Goniadella -Spisula community. This is 
also valid for the density of species. From the 149 species that were found and identified in the 
observed area, 5 were classified as endangered and a further 5 as potentially endangered. In addition, 
one specie was present that was on the pre-warning list and a further specie was known to be 
geographically restricted.  
 
Fish 
 
19 fish species were identified in total. No endangered fish species have as yet been found and 
identified through this research. The economic importance for the fishing industry also seems to be 
small as it was mostly concerned with juvenile, smaller fish. It is possible to see this as an influence 
of fisheries due to the high presence of fisheries in the whole area. The abundances of fish appear to 
be rather small in comparison to the rest of the North Sea. 
 
Roosting Birds 
 
The proposed wind park site lies in the eastern part of the German Bight between central North Sea 
water and fresh water from the Elbe estuary. The seabird community provides a transition between 
species, which are orientated towards the open sea, and those orientated towards the coast. The 
former easterly distribution border is found in this area (Fulmar, Razorbill, Guillemot). The second 
group is sea birds orientated towards the coast (gulls, terns), which are rarely found to the west of the 
proposed area.  
15 species appear regularly in the proposed Butendiek wind park site. The proposed area is classified 
as insignificant in the population evaluation for all but 4 of the species that appear within it. 
 
- The sea to the west of Sylt serves as an important roosting place for divers in spring between 
March and April.  
 
- The eastern German Bay, just like the adjoining eastern section of the Wadden Sea, is of 
international importance as a wintering site for Common Gull. Over 1% of the north western 
European population winter in this area. The eastern German Bight is not evenly used by gulls.  
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The specie has a strong relationship with the coast and the population density decreases as the 
distance from the coast increases. Within the proposed wind park site is where the Common Gull 
reaches the westerly distribution limit for the eastern German Bay.   
 
- Little gulls winter in smaller numbers within the proposed area. In April 2002 strikingly high 
numbers of Little Gulls were seen. 
 
- The area has a potential importance for terns (Sandwich Tern, Common-/Arctic Tern). The terns 
are widely dispersed and occur in insignificant numbers after the breeding season. 
 
 
Migratory Birds 
 
The birds that migrate over the North Sea can be divided into 3 categories: 
 
- Migration by seabird species that have either breeding or wintering areas within the North Sea, 
such as Gannet or divers. They constitute the largest number of migratory seabirds 
 
- Migration by water birds with respect to roosting areas in different coastal zones in the North Sea. 
Many geese, duck and wader species roost and winter in large numbers in the coastal waters or on 
the main land close to the North Sea coast 
 
- Migration by land birds, which cross over the North Sea as one of the obstacles along their 
migration route. 
 
The dominant species during daytime migration were various gull species, and Meadow Pipits. 
Greylag Geese, Skylark and Chaffinch can also be added to the list from the roosting bird counts. 
Redwing, Song Thrush, Blackbird, Meadow Pipit and Black-headed Gull can be added from the 
nocturnal acoustic investigations. Most land birds migrated in a southerly to westerly direction when 
migrating in autumn. It was assumed that the starting points for the nocturnal migration of land birds 
were in southern Scandinavia (autumn migration) and in the Benelux States (spring migration) 
The flight height of the migratory birds during autumn migration was distinctly higher than in 
spring. Bird migration took place at altitudes up to 3000m. Flight heights of up to 1500m were 
recorded during the autumn migration and up to 900m in spring. Flight height was distinctly lower 
than before after a period of rain and the migrating birds then were predominantly concentrated at 
heights under 450m. 
 
Marine Mammals 
 
The planned site lies within a large sea area to the west of Jütland where the densities of Harbour 
Porpoises are relatively high.  
It can be established from data collected from the aeroplane and ship counts that Harbour Porpoises 
are widely distributed and no stable concentrations could be identified. Porpoise numbers in the 
planning area do not differ from the surrounding waters. It was established that the proportion of 
mother and calf couples west of Sylt was much higher than could have been expected when the 
results for the entire investigation area were compared with those from previous years. The high 
density of adult Porpoises and mother and calf pairs is not only limited to coastal waters, but in fact 
extends to the western border of the investigation area (90 km west of Sylt). As yet it remains 
impossible to define the extent of the calving ground to the north and south. It is worth mentioning 
that seals were sighted in the spring months from March to June 2001 and in March to April 2002.  
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2.4.3 Evaluation of the environment 
 
The importance of the planning site for different subjects of protection was divided into 9 different 
classifications. Those subjects with an above average importance (classification 6-9) are listed 
below: 
 
Class 9 – “Importance for the whole North Sea and the North Atlantic” 
 
- The proposed area of the Butendiek wind park is a part of an important wintering ground for divers 
(Red-throated Diver and Black-throated Diver) and has been graded in the highest classification as 
of international importance 
 
- The air space above the proposed area was also ranked as being in the highest classification due to 
the migrating Divers and Pink-footed Geese (Spitzbergen population) that fly through the area. The 
reasons behind this are that the high roosting populations of Divers at present indicate corresponding 
high migration numbers. A high importance can (at least theoretically) be assumed for the Pink-
footed Gees because of the location of the planned wind park in relation to the wintering areas of this 
specie along the North Sea. 
 
Class 8: - “Importance for the German Bay” 
 
- The planned area has been graded with class 8 for Harbour Porpoises because of its 
position within the area. Its importance exceeds the regional level in numbers and as a calving 
ground. No stable concentrations were identified in the 2500 km² investigation area, thus an equal 
importance for all parts of this area can be assumed. 
 
- The proposed location is also important as a wintering ground for Little Gulls, which are roosting 
and passing through the area. It lies inside the wintering ground IBA eastern German Bight, which is 
of international importance for this specie. This is nevertheless to the west of the core distribution 
area. 
 
Class 7 - “Importance for the water body in front of Sylt” 
 
The proposed area has been classified as important with regards to the landscape scenery. The 
important factor here is the visual appearance from the west coast over to the island of Sylt. The 
present landscape is without any technological alterations.  
 
Class 6: “important for the planned site and its surroundings” 
 
The occurrence of coarse sand as well as gravelly sections with boulders inside the 
proposed area are prominent for fish. These are not often found in the North Sea but can be 
important habitats especially for seafloor fish. The coarser sands and the gravel substratum with 
boulders in the Pisa moraine area is also more important for the benthic communities than the sandy 
substratum in the remaining part of the investigation area. 
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2.4.4 Expected negative effects 
 
The expected considerable negative effects of the project were evaluated into 5 different 
classifications.  
 
Grade 5: “very high risk and very high intensity of negative effects” 
 
It is not expected that the proposal should bring about negative effects with a high 
impairment intensity or high risk factor. 
 
Grade 4: “high risk and high intensity of negative effects” 
 
It is not expected that the proposal should bring about negative effects with a high 
impairment intensity or high risk factor. 
 
Grade 3: “ intermediate risk and intermediate intensity of negative effects” 
 
- An intermediate risk and intermediate intensity of negative effects is present for wintering Divers 
on the basis of the predicted displacement which would mean the birds would be forced to move out 
of the planned site during the operating phase of the wind park. As divers respond very sensitively to 
disturbance from ships it was assumed, that divers will be completely displaced from the wind park. 
The impact is however regarded as low, because it affects only a very small part of the wintering 
area of these species. 
 - It has been established that a small to intermediate adverse risk would be present for 
Harbour Porpoises throughout the period taken to build the WTs. It is expected, that the foundation 
of the piles, which will last about 1.5 hours each, will create a strong disturbance to marine 
mammals although a direct damage may only occur in the direct vicinity of the working ship. 
Concerning the operation of the wind park, Danish investigations indicate only very limited 
disturbance to marine mammals. 
 - In addition to this, the change to the landscape (i.e. view from the island of Sylt; the 
closeness of the park e.g. seen from a boat) would produce an intermediate negative effect. 
 
Grade 2: “low risk and low intensity of negative effects” 
 
A low level of adverse impacts were predicted for the following outputs and functions: 
 
- Building requirements, short term adverse effects on ground creatures, fish and birds, as well as on 
the seabed 
- Disturbance from emissions (sound and light) and “silhouette effect” during the 
operational phase for marine mammals and birds 
- Birds being hit on the buildings and a barrier effect for migrating birds 
- Turbulence and hydrological changes (e.g. relationships between currents in the area 
close to the wind turbines), which would also affect the natural elements of soil and 
water 
- Fisheries would be adversely affected through the creation of non-fishing zones. 
 
Grade 1: “no negative effects” 
No more adverse effects were determined for the remaining outputs and functions of the 
environment. 
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Thus, the authors of the Environmental Impact Assessment came to the following conclusion: 
“Due to the predominantly low intensity of negative effects of the proposed wind park, despite the 
indisputable high conservation values for the proposed site, the proposed wind park can be classified 
as ecologically compatible and not harmful to the environment.” 
 
 
2.4.5 Impacts on potential NATURA 2000 areas 
 
The area around the planned project site could possibly attain the NATURA 2000 status. The authors 
of the Environmental Impact Assessment issued the following estimation on the impacts of the 
project on potential NATURA 2000 areas: 
 
“ Through the planned proposal there will be inevitable disturbances and negative effects for species 
listed in appendix II EU habitat directive and appendix I EU bird directive. The results of the 
specialist evaluation of these effects are that the negative effects will not considerable effect the 
protection and conservation status of a potential protection area (following EU habitat directive), 
even when they are combined with other plans and projects. It is therefore compatible with regard to 
Art. 6 EU habitat directive. There are no considerable effects to worry about in the IBA as a 
potential EG-bird protection reserve regarding the survival of diver species or their reproduction 
within their distribution ranges. The proposal is thus compatible with Art. 4 EU bird directive.” 
 
 
2.4.6 Risk Analysis 
 
The company Germanischer Lloyd carried out a risk analysis regarding to the dangers of the wind 
park to shipping traffic. 
The quantitative analysis resulted in an average time of 2576 years between two collisions. An 
average amount of released pollutants (ship fuel, freight oil, turbine oil) was calculated at 347 t for 
every collision event. The combination of frequency and resulting consequences produces in a risk 
of 0,1346 t of fuel and/or oil per year. 
 
The cumulative effects of further comparable and possible projects (Dan Tysk, Amrum Bank, 
Winkra, and the wind park at Horns Rev) were determined in the risk analysis. Considering the 
assumptions made in the risk analysis and taking cumulative effects into account, the frequency of 
collisions is increased to an average time of 437 years between two collisions. An average amount of 
pollutants in the event of a collision was at 347 t. 
 
The company comes to the following conclusion: 
 
“It was shown, that in comparison with the results from the risk analyses of other wind parks, the 
calculated collision frequency was considerably lower for the Butendiek park. Furthermore, the 
calculation results for the qualitative analysis presented in risk matrix showed, that these results 
along with the risks connected with the wind park could be considered as acceptable.” 
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2.5 Time Schedule 
 
The time plan for the project is as follows: 
 
2004: Capital Increase from 250 € to 5000 € per share 
2005: Beginning of the Cable works 
2006: Start of the offshore constructions 
End of 2006: Beginning of operation 
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3. Comparison:  Middelgrunden - Butendiek  
 
 
Table 1: Comparison Middelgrunden – Butendiek 
 

 Middelgrunden Butendiek 
 

Background Information:   
Initiators Copenhagen Environment and 

Energy Office 
9 initiators (mainly leading members 
of onshore cooperative wind projects) 

Beginning of Operation 2001 2006 (planned) 
       Water Depth 4-5 meter 17-20 meter 

Wind Resource 7,1 m/s in 64 meter height 10,1 m/s in 80 meter height 
 

Technical Information:   
Overall Capacity 20 x 2 MW = 40 MW 

(10 turbines owned by Copenhagen 
Energy and 10 turbines owned by the 

Cooperative) 

80 x 3 MW= 240 MW 

Yearly Production   96 Mio. kWh (whole park) 
  47 Mio. kWh (Cooperative) 

 (Ø 2002 and 2003) 

800 Mio. kWh 
(planned) 

Turbines Bonus 2 MW Vestas V 90 – 3 MW 
Foundation Solid Concrete Plate Foundation Monopile 

Offshore Transformer Station No Yes 
Net connection 30 kV- cables  (3 km long) 150 kV- cables  (100km long) 

 

Financial Information:   
Investment volume  48.4 Mio. €   (whole park) 

 24.2 Mio. €  (Cooperative) 
400 Mio. € 
(planned) 

Number of Shares 40.500 28.432 
Number of Shareholders 8500 8412 

Initial purchase price for one 
share  

585 € (4350 KR)  250 € / 5000 € after capital 
increase  

Revenues / Share 60 Euro (450 DKK) in 2001  
75 Euro (560 DKK) in 2002  

? 

 

Selling price per kWh  Year 0-6: 0.08 € (guaranteed) 
Year 6-10: 0.0578 € (expected) 
Year 10-20: 0.0578 € (expected) 

Year 0-12: 0.091 € (guaranteed)* 
Year 12-20: 0.0619 € 
(guaranteed)* 

Support for Renewable Energy Feed-in tariff  / Green Certificates Feed-in tariff 
Additional Governmental 

Support 
700.000 €  - grant contributed by 
the Ministry of Environment and 

Energy 

 

(Source: see www.butendiek and www.middelgrunden)         (* if the “EEG-Novelle”  comes into action) 
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Figure 6: Middelgrunden     
 
As one can see from Table 1, Middelgrunden and 
Butendiek differ in many ways.  
Starting in 2001, Middelgrunden opened the way 
for larger offshore project. Butendiek with its 240 
MW will be six times as large as the Mittelgrunden 
project.  
Butendiek has both the better wind resources and 
the better financial preconditions for the project. 
On the other hand, the managers have to face a 
considerable water depth and a very far energy 
transport. Although the investment volume is about 
15 times bigger for the Butendiek Park, the number 
of participant in the project is almost the same. 
This might be explained by the higher purchase 
price of the shares after capital increase (5000 € per 
share). As the project is situated far away from the 
German coastline, it may be more difficult for the 

(Source: see www.spok)         citizens to identify with the project, at least in   
    comparison to a park just in front of Denmark’s  

Capital. As the Butendiek wind park was founded by leading members of already existing onshore 
cooperative projects, this park may be regarded as somewhat more commercial. The dimension of 
the project with 400 million € investment volume also be a reason for this.  
 
 
 
Conclusion  
 
Until Spring 2004, four offshore projects have received building permission in the German 
North Sea. In a first stage, an overall capacity of about 890 MW can be installed. With 
proven records of success in the first stage, the project managers plan to increase the capacity 
up to 3000 MW in a second step. The installed capacity would thus equal the average 
capacity (not the energy production!) of three nuclear reactors. But today, the projects are 
still in their planning stage.  Although the enacting of the “EEG-Novelle” would create very 
good and foreseeable financial framework conditions, some challenges remain to be 
mastered. The considerable water depths, the long-distant energy transport and the sheer 
dimensions of the projects shall be mentioned here.  
All of the four projects are planned to enter construction stage between 2005 and 2006. 
Among those, the Bürger-Windpark Butendiek was one of the first to receive building 
permission. 
Although the project is located in a potential Nature 2000 area, an Environmental Impact 
Assessment for the offshore park considered the park as ecologically compatible and not 
harmful to the environment.  
The Middelgrunden Project in Denmark showed that a cooperative project can become very 
successful. This can be partly explained by the big number of participants who turn their 
attention to all the details concerning the project. Thus, a successful realization of the Bürger-
Windpark Butendiek is very presumable. Regarding the pioneer role for the exploration of 
offshore wind energy in Germany, one still has to remain careful with financial predictions. 
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